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They are your gateway to unique experiences in Denmark. Their goal is to 

turn your journey into an exciting adventure filled with warmth and 

authentic moments. Small Danish Hotels was awarded the title of 'Best 

Hotel Chain in Denmark' in 2022, and their commitment is to provide you 

with the finest stays in their inns and hotels throughout Denmark. 

Whether you crave a relaxing spa retreat, a picturesque golf weekend, or 

an exceptional half-board experience, they have created the perfect place 

for you. Their selection of over 80 hotels and inns is diverse, ranging from 

charming seaside hotels to atmospheric Christmas and New Year stays. 

Take the first step towards your next adventure in Denmark with Small 

Danish Hotels. They are here to create magical moments and unforgettable 

memories, and they look forward to welcoming you into their world of 

hospitality and quality. 
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Hotels and inns 
 

NORTH JUTLAND 
 
ST. BINDERUP KRO (AARS) 
St. Binderup Kro is placed between Aalborg and Viborg. Go exploring the old rooms of the 

inn and enjoy the museum-like atmosphere and the ticking of the grandfather clock. The 

inn owner willingly tells about the history of the place. In the beautiful restaurant you can 

enjoy a large selection of well-cooked meals. 

 

HOTEL HERMAN BANG - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (FREDERIKSHAVN) 
In the center of Frederikshavn you can enjoy the relaxed atmosphere at Best Western 

Hotel Herman Bang. Cheap parking, spa and wellness centre and restaurant are just some 

of the reasons to choose this hotel for your next stay in Frederikshavn. 

 

TAMBOHUS KRO & BADEHOTEL (THYHOLM) 

Tambohus Kro & Badehotel is situated right beside the Limfjord – in a true paradise with 

peace and tranquillity. Here it has been located for 160 years, and it has continuously been 

restored and extended – without damaging the cosiness and traditional inn atmosphere. 

Ideal for cycling, fishing and hiking holidays. 

 

HOTEL THINGGAARD (HURUP THY) 

If you wish to combine magnificent nature experiences in Denmark’s first national park in 

Thy with nostalgic pampering in a modern hotel you should visit Hotel Thinggaard in Hurup 

in the middle of Thy – between the foaming North Sea on the one side and the twinkling 

coves of the Limfjord on the other. 

 

HOTEL JUTLANDIA (FREDERIKSHAVN) 

Hotel Jutlandia in Frederikshavn is the hotel of the town and a landmark which the guests 

of the town cannot avoid noticing. From the hotel restaurant on the 6th floor you can enjoy 

the wide view of the pulsating life in the harbour and – not the least – the blue waves of 

the Kattegat. The hotel also has a nice bar. 

 

HOTEL THISTED (THISTED) 

Right in the heart of the old market town of Thisted, near the pedestrian zone and just 50 

meters from the train station you find Hotel Thisted. The hotel is a beautiful old but lovingly 

renovated city hotel with a stylish and cozy restaurant decorated with antique furniture 

and warm colors. 

 

AALBÆK BADEHOTEL (ÅLBÆK) 
The hotel Aalbæk Badehotel is situated in the holiday town Ålbæk close to Skagen where 

the two seas and the whole world meet. The well-preserved hotel is a beautiful example of 

modern hotel culture. Peace and tranquillity are intact in the little town with the harbour 

and the beach within walking distance from the hot. 

 

HOTEL PINENHUS (ROSLEV) 
Enjoy the most beautiful view when you stay at Hotel Pinenhus. In the garden you can try 

the mini golf course, and you can enjoy dinner in the panoramic restaurant at the hotel. 

In the evening, there is the option of a game of pool while you enjoy an evening drink. 

Take a walk in the beautiful natural surroundings. 
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HOTEL LISBOA (FREDERIKSHAVN) 
A cosy family-owned hotel in the southern part of Frederikshavn close to the roe deer in 

Dyrehaven and the beautiful Bangsbo area. Only a few minutes by car to the world’s 

northernmost palm beach and the ferry port. Many possibilities for an active holiday, e.g. 

fishing, riding, golfing and surfing. 

 

HOTEL AMERIKA (HOBRO) 

Near Mariager Fjord – the most beautiful fjord in Denmark – you will find Hotel Amerika. 

A great deal of care has gone into the design of this hotel, with its tasteful decor and 

attention to detail. Outside, nature has generously provided the most magnificent setting 

with the forest in its many shades of green. 

 

KOMPAS HOTEL AALBORG (AALBORG) 

KOMPAS Hotel Aalborg offers 111 rooms. With easy access to the motorway, and centrally 

located close to Aalborg's new waterfront, the location is ideal for a stay in the North 

Jutland capital. You have every opportunity to discover Aalborg's cozy pedestrian streets 

and enjoy the city's many cafes and restaurants. 

 

SALLINGSUND FÆRGEKRO (NYKØBING MORS) 
Sallingsund Færgekro is beautifully situated in the grand natural surroundings of Legind 

Bjerge on the coast of the Limfjord, only 1.5 km from Jesperhus Flower Park and 5 km 

from the town of Nykøbing. The majority of the rooms have either a terrace or balcony 

with a view of the fjord. The inn is famed for its kitchen. 

 

HOTEL PHØNIX HJØRRING (HJØRRING) 
Since 1885 Hotel Phønix is situated in the centre of Hjørring. The ambition of the owner 

and the hotel staff is to combine proud historical traditions with the demands and wishes 

of the present time and of the future and to create a hotel, which gives the customers the 

optimal experience. Only breakfast. 

 

SOUTH JUTLAND 
 
HOTEL 6400 (SØNDERBORG) 

Minimalism can certainly equate to outstanding service and quality. At Hotel 6400 in 

Sønderborg, there are no superfluous frills, and even the hotel’s name has been reduced 

to the bare essentials – the city’s postal code. 

 

BENNIKSGAARD HOTEL (GRÅSTEN) 
Benniksgaard Hotel is beautifully situated on the highest point at Flensborg Fjord, and the 

nearest neighbour is the golf course. The old family farm has undergone a very tasteful 

rustic-style renovation. The chefs cook the menu of the evening following the old traditions 

but adapted to the palates of the present time. 

 

HOTEL RØDE-KRO (RØDEKRO) 

Hotel Røde-Kro is a family driven business, which is placed centrally near Aabenraa. There 

is a high focus on creating a good atmosphere, as well the coziness feeling with a strong 

professional approach. The location opens the opportunities to ramble. There's among 

other the path Gendarmstien along the coast, and more. 
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HOTEL HOVBORG KRO (HOVBORG) 
Hovborg Kro is famous for its low-ceiled taprooms and for its splendid Jutland food. The 

inn has been here for at least 250 years and the thatched main building erected in 1790 is 

reverently preserved. Without ruining the atmosphere the owners have succeeded in 

“building in” modern facilities valued by today’s guests. 

 

AGERSKOV KRO (AGERSKOV) 

In the heart of South Jutland lies Agerskov Kro & Hotel. The old buildings have been 

modernised with respect for the original atmosphere, and the inn has been expanded with 

large rooms. The innkeeper works in the kitchen alongside his staff of chefs, where they 

prepare meals to satisfy the most discerning palates. 

 

HOTEL SVANEN BILLUND (BILLUND) 
Hotel Svanen in Billund is exceptional: A 4-star design hotel where children are also very 

welcome. All details have been cared for – in the uniquely designed rooms, in the cosy 

lounge and in the restaurant “No8”. The target is to give all guests a unique experience as 

close to the sublime as possible. 

 

HOTEL TØNDERHUS (TØNDER) 
In the heart of the marshlands, you will find Hotel Tønderhus. The cosy restaurant serves 

pure pleasure with a cheery smile. Tønder is a natural starting point for fantastic 

experiences, such as the Sort Sol phenomenon (the gathering of large flocks of starlings 

in autumn or spring). 

 

REFBORG HOTEL BILLUND (BILLUND) 

The cosy Refborg Hotel Billund in the middle of the town Billund bids welcome to 

LEGOLAND® guests and all others who would like to benefit from the excellent location 

close to a number of attractions and activities. You will enjoy the fine possibilities of golfing, 

fishing and walking tours in the neighbourhood. 

 

GRAM SLOTSKRO (GRAM) 
Gram Slotskro is steeped in history. In the magnificent surroundings, guests cannot fail to 

feel the passage of time. Uniquely sited next to Gram Castle, the inn is perfect for a relaxing 

stay with good food cooked using seasonal raw ingredients. Today, the fourth generation 

of the Schrøder family runs the inn. 

 

BILLUM KRO (BILLUM) 
Billum Kro is an authentic Danish Inn with warm and attentive hosts and, in addition, you 

can expect an outstanding culinary experience. The location is a perfect starting point for 

guests looking for great experiences in Western Denmark. Close to the beaches of the 

North Sea, Wadden Sea National Park and Tirpitz. 

 

TYRSTRUP KRO (CHRISTIANSFELD) 

Tyrstrup Kro is idyllically situated in the middle of fields and woods a few kilometres from 

the gingerbread town Christiansfeld. It has been here for at least 350 years, but in recent 

years the old inn has undergone largescale restorations and has become an internationally 

known restaurant. 
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BOV KRO (PADBORG) 
Bov Kro was granted a royal privilege as early as 1566. Today the inn is an excellent 

combination of historical atmosphere and modern comfort, and all rooms have been 

renovated in 2013. The restaurant of the inn offers both fine traditional and new Nordic 

gastronomic experiences. 

 

TORVEHALLERNE- SDH PARTNER HOTEL (VEJLE) 
The hotel offers delicious food and high service to you as a guest. Located in the spirit of 

the city, you can experience all the cities facilities and easily get around without a car. 

 

FUNEN 
 
BROBYVÆRK KRO (BROBY) 
Brobyværk Kro is situated where the road between Odense and Faaborg crosses the stream 

Odense Aa. The idyllic inn with the river in the backyard has traditions for receiving guests. 

Naturally it has been modernised, but the spirit and the cosiness still preserve here, and 

the cuisine has a good reputation. 

 
TORNØES HOTEL (KERTEMINDE) 
Kerteminde, on the island of Funen, is the quintessence of rural idyll, featuring fishermen’s 

cottages and fine merchants’ farms. In the heart of Kerteminde, you will find Tornøes Hotel. 

The hotel is full of atmosphere, charm and good cheer, with lovely rooms, excellent food 

and a magnificent view. 

 

FREDERIK VI'S HOTEL (ODENSE) 
Since 1882 guests have enjoyed being pampered at Frederik VI's Hotel. Set amongst the 

beautiful Funen countryside in it’s own park with a system of forest paths and jogging trails 

right outside the door and only 10 km from Odense City centre, the hotel boasts tastefully 

furnished rooms and a highly regarded restaurant. 

 

FJELSTED SKOV HOTEL & KONFERENCE (EJBY) 
Welcome to Fjelsted Skov Hotel and Conference - a unique refuge in the midst of nature. 

We offer an exclusive experience where tranquility and charm blend with modern comfort 

surrounded by the breathtaking Fjelsted Skov. The ideal place for both business travelers 

and holiday guests. 

 

MUNKEBO KRO (MUNKEBO) 
Experience the cozy atmosphere at Munkebo Kro, located right by the water with a view 

over Kertinge Nor. Here, you can enjoy well-prepared dishes and explore the harbor town 

of Kerteminde and the capital of Funen, Odense. 

 

HOTEL FAABORG FJORD SPA KONFERENCE (FAABORG) 

If you wish for a weekend away or a mini break from daily stresses, then a stay at Hotel 

Faaborg Fjord is good for the soul. Here you find fresh air, light, life and play for young 

and the young at heart. 
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HOTEL KNUDSENS GAARD (ODENSE) 
Hotel Knudsens Gaard in Odense emphasizes personal service, high quality and a peaceful 

atmosphere. The uncontested attention is on the guests, who must be able to enjoy a 

relaxed stay in green surroundings. The hotel rooms have a homely feel and the restaurant 

delivers fantastic culinary experiences. 

 
CENTRAL DENMARK  
 
AIDEN, HERNING - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (HERNING) 
Hotel Aiden welcomes those who like to travel simply and relaxed. Herning Hotel delivers 

the value and comfort that today's travelers expect, offering the essentials for a good 

night's stay. This hotel will be at the forefront of accommodation companies with 

technological solutions. 

 

HOTEL RANDERS (RANDERS) 
Hotel Randers is one of Denmark’s oldest hotels. For more than 160 years the hotel has 

been an oasis with room for pleasure, peace and absorption. The hotel was built in 1856, 

however in the autumn of 2016 it was reopened after being completely refurbished. You 

can sense the presence of history at the beautiful hotel. 

 

BECHS HOTEL (TARM) 
Bechs Hotel in the heart of Tarm is one of West Jutland’s best restaurants, and especially 

the many fish dishes are popular. Right outside the door you will find Skjern Å and the 

North Sea with fine possibilities of angling, lovely walks, bathing and bird watching. 

 

GRAND HOTEL STRUER (STRUER) 
Grand Hotel Struer is a modern hotel which upholds the old virtues, and naturally the 

guests are the main concern. The hotel is situated at the pedestrian street and the largest 

marina of the Limfjord, and it is a good starting point for exploring the exciting area. There 

are only 35 km to the roaring North Sea. 

 

HOTEL GJERRILD KRO (GRENÅ) 
As the inn is situated most easterly in Jutland, Gjerrild Kro is the perfect place to stay if 

you wish to visit Djursland. There are namely only 10 minutes to Grenå and 45 minutes to 

Randers Tropical Zoo and Aarhus. These attractions speak for themselves. However, the 

scenery must and should be experienced. 

 

HOTEL OASIA AARHUS (AARHUS C) 
City Hotel Oasia is the only designer hotel in Aarhus. The decor emphasises elegant and 

discreet luxury, clean lines and Nordic design. Designer furniture and hard-wooden flooring 

highlight the style. This wonderful oasis is situated close to Aarhus Central Station, ARoS 

and The Old Town. Only breakfast restaurant. 

 

HOTEL HEDEMARKEN (GRINDSTED) 
You can hardly get any closer to the heart of Jutland: Hotel Hedemarken is situated near 

good golf courses, LEGOLAND®, and Givskud Zoo, has a beautiful brook in the backyard 

with salmon, and modern facilities. Quality is the pride of the place. 
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MONTRA HOTEL SABRO KRO (SABRO) 
This beautiful hotel is located in the heart of Sabro close to the city of smiles, Aarhus. With 

the E45 close by, there is easy and fast transport to a wealth of options. Here you will find 

room for attention, presence and wonderful experiences. There is always a good reason to 

visit Montra Hotel Sabro Kro. 

 

HOTEL SKANDERBORGHUS (SKANDERBORG) 
Skanderborghus, which is situated in the deer park Dyrehaven at the shore of the lake, is 

indeed a gem near lake and wood. The hotel is situated close to the cosy centre of 

Skanderborg with fine shopping possibilities, and in the surroundings there are fine 

possibilities of sailing, golfing and playing tennis. 

 

HOTEL DANIA SILKEBORG (SILKEBORG) 
Hotel Dania commands a central location in Silkeborg, surrounded by shops, sights and 

attractions and close to the woods and lakes. Dating from 1848, the hotel has been 

carefully refurbished to preserve its special charm and atmosphere. The hotel restaurant 

Brasserie Underhuset serves a cuisine in a class of its own. 

 

HERNING CITY HOTEL (HERNING) 

Herning City Hotel is a good address if you want to visit Herning, Jutland’s heathland capital 

– whether you are simply enjoying a mini-break, visiting one of the town’s fascinating 

museums, attending an event at Jyske Bank BOXEN, or participating in one of the many 

trade shows at MCH Messecenter Herning. 

 

HOTEL EYDE - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (HERNING) 

A hotel with soul and history all back to 1839. Quality is the key word at Hotel Eyde, and 

everything is made from scratch, so you get the best dining experience. The hotel is 

centrally and conveniently located in Herning, and you therefore have the inner city as a 

great starting point. 

 

SDR.OMME KRO (SØNDER-OMME) 
Sdr. Omme Kro is a historical roadside inn in the heart of Jutland. Here you will find cosy 

hospitality and a genuine inn atmosphere. Situated in beautiful surroundings with the 

Omme Stream crossing the lovely inn grounds. An ideal basis for excursions to LEGOLAND, 

Givskud Zoo and many golf courses. 

 

FJORDGAARDEN (RINGKØBING) 
Fjordgaarden is situated 700 metres from the town centre and a glimpse from Ringkøbing 

Fjord. No matter whether you wish a wellness holiday, a weekend stay, a golf tour or just 

an overnight stay, the hotel offers the perfect setting for relaxation in the West Jutland 

area. 

 

NØRRE VISSING KRO (SKANDERBORG) 
The royally licensed inn Nørre Vissing Kro, dating back to 1801, is situated close to hills, 

woods and lakes. The inn is famous for its creative and uncom-promising cuisine with a 

restaurant, filled with an incredible atmosphere, and an excellent wine cellar. 25 min. to 

both Aarhus and Silkeborg. 
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LÅSBY KRO (LÅSBY) 
You will find Låsby Inn in the middle of Jutland in the beautiful and hilly nature between 

Silkeborg and Aarhus. There is a cozy atmosphere and the inn is furnished with all that 

classifies a typical inn. It's like being in another time wrap. 

 

PALADS HOTEL VIBORG (VIBORG) 
Palads Hotel Viborg is located right in the center of Viborg right by the city's cozy and 

charming pedestrian street and a few minutes to the train station. 

 

JØRGENSENS HOTEL (HORSENS) 
When you visit Jørgensens Hotel, look forward to an experience of historical awareness, 

quality in every detail and personal hospitality in the center of Horsens. 

 

HOTEL VEJLEFJORD (STOUBY) 
Due to the beautiful location near the fjord and in the beech forest, Hotel Vejlefjord is often 

referred to as “The castle in the forest ". The hotel spa and wellness facilities and the 

thermal baths are unique and compares favorably with the best in Northern Europe. Enjoy 

the 20 km forest tracks. 

 

PURHUS KRO (FÅRUP) 
Purhus Kro is a cosy and family-friendly old Danish roadside inn. The setting of the inn is 

scenic, peaceful and quite. All the same, you are not far away from all the attractions in 

the area. In the inn there is a lovely unpretentious atmosphere, where indeed the main 

thing is the wellbeing of the guests. 

 

NYMINDEGAB KRO (NØRRE NEBEL) 
Nymindegab Kro is situated right on top of the dunes farthest off in West Jutland – literally 

speaking on the edge of the North Sea. The inn has been totally renovated. Nymindegab 

Kro tempts with a magnificent restaurant from where you have an impressive view of the 

dunes, the fjord and the high West Jutland sky. 

 

GL. SKOVRIDERGAARD - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (SILKEBORG) 
Peacefully situated by Jutland's lake district, the Gl. Skovridergaard is just 1.5 km from 

central Silkeborg. 

 

HOTEL HEDEGAARDEN (VEJLE) 
Hotel Hedegaarden is a family-run hotel which offers everything from the traditional Danish 

cuisine to new and different taste experiences. They emphasize good food made of first-

rate ingredients, an unpretentious atmosphere and that everything functions as is should. 

The hotel is situated right at motorway exit no. 60 

 

COPENHAGEN AREA  

 
HOTEL ASTORIA - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (COPENHAGEN) 
If you want to be centrally located in inner Copenhagen, you can safely choose to stay 

overnight at Hotel Astoria. Here you only have a few minutes' walk to Tivoli, delicious 

restaurants, cafes, Strøget and more fantastic city options. 
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TAASTRUP PARK HOTEL (TAASTRUP) 

Taastrup Park Hotel is situated centrally between Roskilde and Copenhagen, not far from 

the motorway. The hotel has its own free car park and is located just a two-minute walk 

from Taastrup Station, restaurants and shops. The comfortable rooms and delicious 

breakfast buffet keep our guests coming back again and again. 

 

HOTEL HEBRON - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (COPENHAGEN) 

Centrally located in the city center, this Copenhagen hotel is minutes from the beautiful 

Tivoli Gardens and 'Stroget', Europe's longest pedestrian street. 

 

ABSALON HOTEL (KØBENHAVN V) 
Absalon Hotel is a unique, modern yet classic hotel in central Copenhagen. The wonderful 

bedrooms are furnished with collections from the international home and lifestyle company 

Designers Guild. Relax and plan your day in the comfortable lobby lounge, and enjoy a 

refreshment. Walled garden with miniature golf. 

 

NORTH ZEALAND  
 
HOTEL GILLELEJE STRAND (GILLELEJE) 
Hotel Gilleleje Strand is a tradition-rich seaside hotel from 1896, which recently has been 

totally renovated. The 25 rooms of the hotel differ, but they have the magnificent location 

in common: You can stay in the middle of Gilleleje. 

 

SKOVSHOVED HOTEL (CHARLOTTENLUND) 
The beautiful seaside hotel, one of the world’s hippest, according to Condé Nast Traveler, 

is loved by guests from all over the globe. They come, not only to enjoy the beautiful 

location and the stunning views of the Sound, but also for the exquisite food. 

 

MARIENLYST STRANDHOTEL (HELSINGØR) 
The internationally known Beach Hotel Marienlyst of Elsinore was built in 1901 at the 

waterfront as a part of the former baths “Cuur og Badeanstalt” of Marienlyst Castle. There 

are restaurant and bars, lounge, casino and large terraces overlooking the Sound. Close 

to Castle and the art museum Louisiana. 

 

SKJALM HVIDE HOTEL (SLANGERUP) 
Skjalm Hvide Hotel is close to sights and attractions of both Copenhagen and northern 

Zealand. The hotel is an ideal starting point for day trips and wonderful excursions. The 

beautifully appointed hotel with its newly and tastefully refurbished rooms is perfect for 

relaxation and recharging your batteries. 

 

HOTEL HILLERØD - SDH PARTNER HOTEL (COPENHAGEN-HILLERØD) 
Magnificent forests, lakes and sports routes surround you here. The city and nature have 

inspired the hotel. A small village has been created here with winding avenues, green 

plants and sunshine. The rooms are suitable for families, business or couples on holiday. 
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SOUTH ZEALAND  
 

HOTEL FALSTER (NYKØBING FALSTER) 

Hotel Falster in Nykøbing is centrally located in relation to the many attractions of the 

South Sea Islands and South Zealand. The hotel has the sole aim of creating a hotel that 

feels like a second home to guests. This applies to both the accommodation and the menu, 

but more importantly also to the staff. 

 
DET NYE BANDHOLM BADEHOTEL (BANDHOLM) 
Bandholm Badehotel gives you peace for contemplation, presence and beautiful 

surroundings. Explore the beautiful rooms which are over 300 years old, but newly 

renovated with an eye for detail as well as tasteful and comfortable decor. 

 
BORNHOLM 

 

STAMMERSHALLE BADEHOTEL (GUDHJEM) 

Stammershalle Badehotel is a unique bathing hotel built in 1911 on rocky ground along 

one of Bornholm's most beautiful coastlines between Tejn and Gudhjem. Experience the 

sunny island of Bornholm and pamper yourself and your loved ones in a relaxed 

atmosphere in the restaurant's beautiful premises. 

 

HOTEL ALLINGE (ALLINGE) 

Hotel Allinge is centrally located in the port city of Allinge on Northern Bornholm. The hotel 

was built in the 17th century and has been continuously maintained and modernized. The 

hotel provide an idyllic setting for your stay. 

 

 

 

Period from January 1st to December 31st, 2024 

Price per person per night in Euros 

 

OUR PRICES INCLUDE : 

• Standard double room  

• Night with breakfast 

 

Good to know :  

For 2 nights or more in the same establishment, the room price is more attractive. 

 


